
SAFETY FOOTWEAR
THE NEW ZEALAND COLLECTION

keep me safe
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Where it all began... 
Grisport Italy
In 1977 Italian brothers 
Graziano and Mario 
Grigolato decided to put 
their know-how to work and 
created Grisport. Grisport 
was created to produce 
shoes and boots of supreme 
comfort and durability. 
Over the years Grisport has 
focused on state-of-the-art 
technology, innovation and 
R&D to become the leading 
manufacturer it is today.

Tradition and 
technology 
Grisport’s craftsmen still make footwear by blending a 
passion for footwear with state-of-the-art technology, 
resulting in a world class range of safety footwear.

Quality standards 
Grisport has implemented a full ISO 
quality system ensuring that every 
pair is consistently made to the 
highest quality.

Where we are now... 
Grisport New Zealand
Fast forward 30 years and in 2007 two Kiwi brothers, Ed and 

Martin Leenders, brought Grisport to New Zealand. Since then 

we have worked with a network of switched-on distributors 

throughout New Zealand.

We have travelled all over the world looking for footwear that 

suits Kiwis. Our experience and passion for footwear means that 

only the most trusted and proven styles are selected. If they don’t 

perform in the field, they don’t make the range. Our footwear 

trials have taken us from the building site to the factory floor and 

from mountain tops to the bush, and many places in between.

It is important to us to provide footwear that is comfortable above 

all else. If your footwear isn’t comfortable, it’s a long day at work! 

We have also carefully selected the styles you see here to be 

suitable for New Zealand conditions. With our high rainfall, mud 

and often steep terrain, we are careful to concentrate on what 

New Zealanders need. The Grisport New Zealand collection 

was born on the foothills of the Dolomite mountains in Italy. 

With its steep mountainous terrain and a climate that includes 

hot summers, significant rainfall and snow in the winter, it is the 

perfect place to source a range suited to New Zealand.

Our close relationship with the Italian manufacturers enables 

them to produce exactly what our market demands, while 

retaining renowned Italian flair and quality.

It is our absolute pleasure to bring you the Grisport New Zealand 

footwear collection. We have selected it with you in mind.

The roof the Grisport factory showing the extensive solar paneling Ed Leenders Martin Leenders

Two tales of two brothers...
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Synonymous with style and quality, ‘Made in Italy’ sets you 

apart from the pack. Italian flair and style mean you will look 

good even when you are at work.

Eco-Sustainability
Grisport maintains the strictest standards of 

eco-sustainability when selecting raw materials. 

Furthermore, a photovoltaic system on the 

factory roof, which covers approximately 15,000 m2, supplies 

70% of the power required for production (which is about 

850,000 kW/h per year).

Responsibility
Grisport has produced a Charter of Human 

Responsibilities, or Code of Ethics, to ensure that the company 

is committed to respecting the rights, work, and dignity of the 

people involved on all levels and in all areas of manufacturing 

our products.

Traceability
Grisport has implemented an effective 

traceability system that enables us to trace back 

every step in the production process so we always know which 

materials were used.

We love to hear from you
We love it when we get to see the amazing places our safety 

footwear goes. Share your hard work with us and the world.

We want to see it all, if you are working at height with a 

spectacular view, ankle deep in clay and mud, clocking up the 

miles on the factory floor or working with the real big toys on 

the job. First of all, keep safe, then, snap-it, save-it and share-it.

Grisport Footwear utilises the strength of many years’ experience with 
cutting edge technology to make footwear with exceptional build 
quality. Beautifully tanned leathers, strong hardware, precise stitching 
and smart designs produce footwear that lasts the distance. Good 
design need not cost more. 

We consistently strive to fulfil Grisport’s paramount, ongoing mission 
- Comfort First and Forever - by creating a range of quality footwear 
featuring stylish designs and state-of-the-art technology.

Quality you can see...

Comfort you can feel...

Your feet will love Grisport
From the moment your foot slips into a pair of Grisport 

the rich leather upper cradles your feet and gives you 

the confidence that your feet are getting the best care 

for your working day. Great torsional stability, ankle 

supports to reduce ankle rollover, breathable linings and 

cushioned innersoles with Poron make sure that you will 

be ready for anything.

Premium Comfort Innersoles
Every pair of Grisport Footwear comes with a premium 

comfort innersole for reduced fatigue and impact. It has 

an anti microbial layer and is powered by Poron for shock 

absorption. So now you know that all day comfort comes 

standard with each pair

WITHOUT
SUPPORT
SYSTEM 

WITH
SUPPORT
SYSTEM
greater

control and 
stability
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This work horse is a tough 
comfortable shoe. Built-in 
Support System is designed 
to provide optimum support 
during all phases of foot 
movement. 
 
FEATURES:

Wide fit

Steel toe cap

Oil and chemical resistant 
Contractor sole

Ankle Support System

Wide fit last

Anti-penetration midsole

Superior grip-rated sole

Heat-resistant nitrile sole to 
300°C

Sizes:   UK 4-12

UNI EN ISO 20345:2012, 
S3, SRC, HRO, HI

Tech Black
GR701BL

HARD WORK

The shoe with it all - 
comfort, protection and 
style! Boasting optimum 
levels of comfort and loaded 
with technology, this proven 
winner keeps you safer. 
 
FEATURES:

Breathable toe cap

AT 488 mesh lining

Vibram® STS sole

Composite anti-penetration

Superior grip-rated sole

Sizes:   UK 4-12

UNI EN ISO 20345:2012, 
S3, SRC

Carrara
GR74653

STS

You won’t know you’re 
wearing a safety toe 
with these lightweight 
stylish shoes. Perfect for 
all occasions, these are a 
favourite with the ladies. The 
breathable leather upper 
ensures all day support and 
comfort. 
 
FEATURES:

Dakar waxy full grain 
leather upper

Steel toe cap 

Lightweight sole

AT 488 mesh lining

Superior grip-rated sole

 Anti-static

Sizes:  Women’s 4-12, 
Men’s UK 7-13 

UNI EN ISO 20345:2012, 
S1, SRC

Modena
GR75169

LITESTEP
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Wind
GR700603

CROSS / COMPOSITE

An extremely light and 
flexible safety shoe – 
weighing only 580 grams! 
(UK8). It’s wide fit offers you 
superior comfort. 
 
FEATURES:

Composite toe

Composite anti penetration

Wide fit

Airport safe

PU/Rubber Total Grip 
outsole

SRC slip resistance

Weight 580 grams (UK8) 

ESD Class 1 Electrostatic

Sizes:  Women’s 4-12, 
Men’s UK 7-13 

UNI EN ISO 20345:2012, 
S3, SRC, HRO, HI

An extremely light and 
flexible safety boot – 
weighing only 610 grams! 
(UK8). It’s wide fit offers you 
superior comfort. 
 
FEATURES:

Light/Flex safety boot 610 
grams (UK8) 

Wide fit, superior comfort 

Waterproof technology 

Composite toe / anti 
penetration

Metal free

PU/Rubber Total Grip sole 
SRC anti-slip 

ESD Class 1 Electrostatic 
anti-static

Sizes:  Women’s 4-12 
Men’s 7-13

UNI EN ISO 20345: 2012, S3, 
WR, HRO, HI, CI, SRC

Rush
GR701619

CROSS / COMPOSITE / WATERPROOF

Grisport light weight 
safety shoe - weighing 
just 640 grams (UK8). It’s 
wide ergonomic design is 
engineered for maximum 
comfort.  
 
FEATURES:

Composite toe and midsole 
for metal-free protection

NEW Vibram ATC outsole

SRC rated anti-slip

Anti-static properties

Oil and acid resistant 
outsole

Sizes:   UK 4-13

UNI EN ISO 20345: 2012, S3

Bionik Shoe
GR700057

CROSS / COMPOSITE

Experience the convenience 
of being able to slip your 
shoe on or off quickly and 
easily. Alternatively, wear 
it all day and enjoy the 
comfort and agility of this 
dynamic little Italian. 
 
FEATURES:

 Dakar waxy full grain 
leather upper

Breathable toe cap

AT 488 mesh lining

Vibram® STS sole

Superior grip-rated sole

Anti-static

Sizes:   UK 1-12

UNI EN ISO 20345:2012, 
S1, SRC

Pronto
GR73655

STS

An extremely light and 
flexible safety shoe – 
weighing only 580 grams! 
(UK8). It’s wide fit offers you 
superior comfort. 
 
FEATURES:

Composite toe

Composite anti penetration

Wide fit

Airport safe

PU/Rubber Total Grip 
outsole

SRC slip resistance

Weight 580 grams (UK8) 

ESD Class 1 Electrostatic

Sizes:  Women’s 4-12, 
Men’s UK 7-13 

UNI EN ISO 20345:2012, 
S3, SRC, HRO, HI

Sprint
GR701603

CROSS / COMPOSITE
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This safety boot tackles the 
extremes of New Zealand’s 
toughest workplaces, while 
offering the convenience of 
being able to slip it on and 
off. The rich, Italian leather 
and durable nitrile sole 
provides increased comfort 
and keeps you safer.  
 
FEATURES:
Anti-penetration midsole for 
added safety

Dakar waxy full grain leather 
upper

Steel toe cap

 Superior grip-rated sole

Heat-resistant nitrile sole to 
300°C

Oil and chemical resistant 
Contractor sole

Wide fit last

Anti-static

Bump cap for longer boot life

Padded toe inside the safety cap 
for comfort

Sizes:  Men’s UK 4-13

UNI EN ISO 20345:2012, S1, P, 
HRO, SRC, HI

Genoa
GR72631BR

HARD WORK

Genoa
GR72631BL

HARD WORK

This safety boot tackles the 
extremes of New Zealand’s 
toughest workplaces, while 
offering the convenience of 
being able to slip it on and 
off. The rich, Italian leather 
and durable nitrile sole 
provides increased comfort 
and keeps you safer.  
 
FEATURES:
Anti-penetration midsole for 
added safety

Dakar waxy full grain leather 
upper

Steel toe cap

 Superior grip-rated sole

Heat-resistant nitrile sole to 
300°C

Oil and chemical resistant 
Contractor sole

Wide fit last

Anti-static

Bump cap for longer boot life

Padded toe inside the safety cap 
for comfort

Sizes:  Men’s UK 4-13

UNI EN ISO 20345:2012, S1, P, 
HRO, SRC, HI

LIGHT / COMPOSITELIGHT / COMPOSITE

Lightweight, rich Dakar 
leather slip on boot keeps 
you comfortable and looking 
sharp! Feels so light and 
comfortable you will forget 
you’re wearing them. 
 
FEATURES:

Super lightweight and strong

Dakar waxy full grain 
leather

Chelsea cut upper for 
comfort

Padded toe inside the cap 
for comfort

Low profile scuff cap

Composite anti-penetration 
midsole and toecap

Vibram® Bionik sole for 
superb grip and underfoot 
comfort

Sizes: UK 4-13

UNI EN ISO 20345:2012 
S3, SRC

Venice
GR700327BL

Lightweight, rich Dakar 
leather slip on boot keeps 
you comfortable and looking 
sharp! Feels so light and 
comfortable you will forget 
you’re wearing them. 
 
FEATURES:

Super lightweight and strong

Dakar waxy full grain 
leather

Chelsea cut upper for 
comfort

Padded toe inside the cap 
for comfort

Low profile scuff cap

Composite anti-penetration 
midsole and toecap

Vibram® Bionik sole for 
superb grip and underfoot 
comfort

Sizes: UK 4-13

UNI EN ISO 20345:2012 
S3, SRC

Venice
GR700327BR
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This popular style offers 
outstanding strength and 
high levels of comfort. The 
wide-fitting sole combined 
with rich, full grain Dakar 
leather makes this a Kiwi 
favourite for builders and 
tradesmen.  
 
FEATURES:
Anti-penetration midsole for 
added safety

Dakar waxy full grain leather 
upper

Steel toe cap

Superior grip-rated sole

Heat-resistant nitrile sole to 
300°C

 Oil and chemical resistant 
Contractor sole

Support System cradles the foot 
increasing ankle stability

 Wide fit last

 Anti-static

Padded toe inside the safety cap 
for comfort

Sizes: UK 4-13

UNI EN ISO 20345:2012, 
S3, HRO, HI, SRC

Contractor
GR703BL

HARD WORK

This popular style offers 
outstanding strength and 
high levels of comfort. The 
wide-fitting sole combined 
with rich, full grain Dakar 
leather makes this a Kiwi 
favourite for builders and 
tradesmen.  
 
FEATURES:
Anti-penetration midsole for 
added safety

Dakar waxy full grain leather 
upper

Steel toe cap

Superior grip-rated sole

Heat-resistant nitrile sole to 
300°C

 Oil and chemical resistant 
Contractor sole

Support System cradles the foot 
increasing ankle stability

 Wide fit last

 Anti-static

Padded toe inside the safety cap 
for comfort

Sizes: UK 4-13

UNI EN ISO 20345:2012, 
S3, HRO, HI, SRC

Contractor
GR703BR

HARD WORK

Outstanding Italian design 
and durability ensure this 
boot tackles harsh New 
Zealand conditions with 
ease. The full grain Dakar 
leather is water resistant 
and easy to maintain. 
 
FEATURES:

 Anti-penetration midsole for 
added safety

Milan Vibram® sole

Dakar waxy full grain leather 
upper

Steel toe cap

Superior grip-rated sole

Toe-flex offers improved comfort 
when walking

Support System cradles the foot 
increasing ankle stability

 AT 488 mesh lining

Padded toe inside the safety cap 
for comfort

Sizes:  Women’s 4-12, 
Men’s UK 7-13 

UNI EN ISO 
20345:2012, S3, 

HRO, SRC

Milan
GR72003

HARD WORK
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Wider fit and lightweight 
composite materials 
make for an extremely 
comfortable hiking style 
boot. Enjoy the very flexible 
anti-penetration sole. 
 
FEATURES:
Composite anti-penetration 
sole for comfort and safety

Dakar waxy full grain leather 
upper

Composite toe cap for comfort 
and safety

Total grip dual density PU sole 
for great under foot comfort

Oil and chemical resistant sole

Superior grip-rated sole

Support System cradles the 
foot increasing ankle stability

AT 488 mesh lining

Padded toe inside the safety 
cap for comfort

Sizes: UK 4-13

UNI EN ISO 20345:2012, S3, 
SRC

Trento
GR73148

B LIGHT / COMPOSITE
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The boot loaded to the max. 
The Goretex membrane keeps 
your feet dry, allowing your 
feet to breathe. The rugged 
Vibram® sole handles the 
rough stuff and a 360o rand 
protects against abrasion. 
 
FEATURES:

Goretex Waterproof

360o rand for abrasion 
protection

Composite anti-penetration 
midsole and toecap for 
comfort and safety

Vibram® Ranger sole with a 
block heel

Support system cradles the 
foot increasing ankle stability

Oil and chemical resistant 
sole

Padded toe inside the safety 
cap for comfort

Sizes: UK 4-13

UNI EN ISO 20345:2012, 
S3, HRO, HI, SRC, CI

Apollo
GR702325

HARD WORK / COMPOSITE / WATERPROOF

The boot with it all. The 
Goretex membrane keeps 
your feet dry, allowing your 
feet to breathe. An insulated 
lining keeps your feet warm 
and the rugged Vibram® sole 
handles the rough stuff. 
 
FEATURES:

Goretex Waterproof

Composite anti-penetration 
midsole and toecap for 
comfort and safety

Vibram® Ranger sole with a 
block heel

Support system cradles 
the foot increasing ankle 
stability

Oil and chemical resistant 
sole

Padded toe inside the safety 
cap for comfort

Sizes: UK 6-13

UNI EN ISO 20345:2012, S3, 
HRO, HI, SRC, CI

Dolomite
GR702313

HARD WORK / COMPOSITE / WATERPROOF
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This 100% waterproof full 
grain Dakar leather boot 
will keep your feet dry and 
comfortable. Innovative 
composite components make 
for a lightweight performance 
package that keeps you safer. 
 
FEATURES:
 100% Waterproof, breathable 
seam-sealed membrane

Composite anti-penetration 
midsole for comfort and safety

Vibram® Hammer sole

Anti-static

Dakar waxy full grain leather 
upper

Composite toe cap for comfort 
and safety

Heat-resistant nitrile sole to 
300°C

Oil and chemical resistant sole

Support System cradles the foot 
increasing ankle stability

Padded toe inside the safety cap 
for comfort

Sizes: UK 4-13

UNI EN ISO 20345:2012, 
S3, HRO, WR, HI, SRC, CI

Potenza
GR74049

B LIGHT / COMPOSITE / WATERPROOF

keep me safe

The world’s best performing
WATERPROOF membrane

Leading SOLE technology,
optimal grip and durability

Exceptional COMFORT, quality 
and durability, crafted in Italy

When three Great 
Brands Combine!

FIBRE GLASS TOE CAP 
PROTECTION

Lighter than composite and steel.
Complies with safety standards.

Outer 
material

Rain and 
Snow

GORE-TEX® MS SPORTIVE
FOUR LAYER MEMBRANE

Moisture
vapour (sweat)

Protective 
knit

GORE-TEX®

membrane

Insulation 
layer

Special
inner lining

SUPPORT
SYSTEM®

For optimum 
ankle support.

Exploring the world’s 
   best performing
WATERPROOF membrane

VIBRAM 
RANGER SOLE
Self-cleaning, triple 

layered sole.

Bionik
GR700049

CROSS / COMPOSITE

Grisport’s lightest safety 
boot yet – weighing just 
730 grams (UK8). It’s 
wide ergonomic design is 
engineered for maximum 
comfort. 
 
FEATURES:

Composite toe and midsole 
for metal-free protection

NEW Vibram ATC outsole

SRC rated anti-slip

Anti-static properties

Oil and acid resistant 
outsole

Sizes: UK 4-13

UNI EN ISO 20345: 2012, S3



This high leg safety boot 
with muscle tackles the 
limits with ease. Excellent 
ankle support and a superior 
outsole provide increased 
safety, performance and 
comfort in the toughest 
work environments. 
 
FEATURES:
Anti-penetration midsole for 
added safety

Dakar waxy full grain leather 
upper

Steel toe cap

Superior grip-rated sole

Heat-resistant nitrile sole to 
300°C

Oil and chemical resistant 
Contractor sole

Support System cradles the foot 
increasing ankle stability

Wide fit last

 Anti-static

Padded toe inside the safety 
cap for comfort

Sizes UK 4-13

UNI EN ISO 20345:2012, 
S3, HRO, HI, SRC

Hercules
GR717

HARD WORK

Colossus
GR70213

HARD WORK / WATERPROOF

The best Italian premium 
leather and bold design give 
this boot a unique presence. 
With its waterproof 
membrane, comfort and 
obvious strength, you can 
keep on going when the 
others quit. 
 
FEATURES:
100% Waterproof, breathable 
seam-sealed membrane

Anti-penetration midsole for added 
safety

Dakar waxy full grain leather upper

Steel toe cap

Superior grip-rated sole

Heat-resistant nitrile sole to 300°C

Oil and chemical resistant 
Contractor sole

Support System cradles the foot 
increasing ankle stability

Wide fit last

Anti-static

Padded toe inside the safety cap 
for comfort

Sizes UK 4-13

UNI EN ISO 20345:2012, S3, 
HRO, HI, WR, SRC

This unique style combines 
outstanding Italian 
design with a waterproof 
membrane, to take harsh 
New Zealand conditions 
in it’s stride. The full grain 
Dakar leather is water-
resistant, durable and easy 
to maintain. 
 
FEATURES:
100% Waterproof, breathable 
seam-sealed membrane

 Anti-penetration midsole for 
added safety

Dakar waxy full grain leather 
upper

 Steel toe cap

Superior grip-rated sole

Heat-resistant nitrile sole to 
300°C

Oil and chemical resistant 
Contractor sole

Padded toe inside the safety cap 
for comfort

Sizes UK 4-12

UNI EN ISO 20345:2012, S3, 
HRO, HI, WR, SRC

Verona
GR70299

HARD WORK / WATERPROOF
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Hunter
Safety
GR70587

HARD WORK / WATERPROOF

This waterproof style has been 
specially designed to tackle 
the extremes of New Zealand’s 
harsh work conditions. Cutting-
edge technology and premium 
leathers combine to make this 
safety boot the pinnacle of 
footwear comfort. 
 
FEATURES:
 100% Waterproof, breathable 
seam-sealed membrane

Kevlar stitched - highly resistant to 
damage from heat and rot

Anti-penetration midsole for 
added safety

Vibram® Multigrip all-rubber 
outdoor sole with block heel

 Dakar waxy full grain leather upper

Steel toe cap

 Superior grip-rated sole

Heat-resistant nitrile sole to 300°C

 Wide fit last

Oil and chemical resistant sole

Padded toe inside the safety cap 
for comfort

Sizes: UK 4-12

UNI EN ISO 
20345:2012, S3, 

HRO, SRC, WR
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Composite Toe Cap 
Our composite toe cap is made of Polymeric material.
Generally a thicker toecap than steel it still withstands 200J 
impact and 15kN compression tests. 
Differences from Steel toe caps include:
• Wider form gives a larger toe box 
• Significantly lighter
• Does not set off metal detectors
• Cost a little more to produce
• Very low conductor of cold 
Select a Composite toe cap when impact
or crush is your primary concern and:
 You work in a very cold environment where a steel toe 
would transmit the cold to your foot

• Width is important
• Around metal detectors – such as airports

COMPOSITE 
SAFETY

Grisport safety footwear meets or exceeds the 
International safety standard (CE)  UNI EN ISO 20345:2012
The CE marking will appear on the tongue label of the footwear 
and will also provide additional specific standards of the 
footwear. A summary of these standards are below:

Safety Standards

Vibram® Hammer Sole
Market leading rubber Vibram® outsole 
offers top performance in anti-slip and heat 
resistance (300°C) and good wear characteristics.

Vibram® Milan Sole
Vibram® safety sole with heat-resistant rubber
for superior grip and durability. 

Vibram® Multi-Grip Sole
This super tough sole from world class 
manufacturer Vibram® is a heat-resistant 
rubber that has outstanding grip in a variety of 
conditions. SRC rating provides superior grip across many surfaces.

Vibram® STS Sole
This super tough sole from Vibram® has 
outstanding grip. The unique anti-torsion 
design protects the foot by reducing lateral twist. 
Anti-static. SRC rating provides superior grip across many surfaces.

Lightweight Sole
Super lightweight dual density PU sole for 
optimum comfort. SRC rating means superior 
anti-slip characteristics. Very wide fit.

Total Grip Sole
Total Grip is a specially formulated PU sole 
providing outstanding comfort, less weight, 
high flexibility combined with excellent wear characteristics.

Which Safety Toe Best 
Suits My Application?

Which Sole Type Best 
Suits My Application?

Steel Toe Cap - Perforated
Industry leading toecap for increased breathability
and weight reduction. Excellent cut protection,
limited penetration protection. Withstands 200J 
impact and 15kN compression tests. 
Select a Perforated Steel Toe Cap when:
• You want cool, breathable footwear. 

STEEL

Steel Toe Cap
The most common toe cap type in New Zealand
and arguably the best all round protection. 
Withstands 200J impact and 15kN 
compression tests.
Select a Steel Cap for:
• Better cut protection eg. from a chainsaw or skillsaw 
• Better penetration protection eg. from a nail gun

Contractor Sole
Rugged nitrile rubber outsole which will
withstand temperatures up to 300°C.
Provides high levels of anti-slip and is self cleaning. 
SRC rating provides superior grip across many surfaces.

Standards Code
Basic safety + 200J protective toe cap

Fully enclosed heel 
Antistatic properties 
Energy absorption in the heel 
Hydrocarbon-resistant outsole

Water-resistant individual upper materials 
greater than 60 minutes

Puncture-resistant sole to 1100N 
Cleated outsole

Heat-resistant outsole- tested at 300°C for 
up to 60 seconds in 15 second increments

Heat insulating – tested at 150°C

Puncture-resistant sole to 1100N

Whole footwear resistant to water 
penetration / absorption

Slip resistance on standard ceramic floor 
with water + lubricant + detergent

Slip resistance on steel floor with glycerine 
lubricant

Slip resistance that meets both standards 
SRA and SRB above

Resistance to water penetration / absorption has 
been tested on individual materials of the upper

Cold Insulating tested at -17oC

Description
SB

S1 - Same as SB plus: 
 
 

S2 - Same as S1 plus:

 
S3 - Same as S2 plus:

 
HRO 

HI

P

WR

 
SRA

 
SRB 

SRC 

WRU

 
CI

Vibram® Bionik Sole
Super lightweight PU outsole with amazing 
grip and durability. SRC rated for maximum grip.

Cross Sole
PU and Rubber combine to make this light 
cross trainer sport style sole. It is at home on the 
trail or in the warehouse. SRC rated for maximum grip.

Vibram® Ranger Sole
A Triple layered sole, this is the pinnacle of 
boot performance. A block heel, rubber HRO 
rating and SRC rated for maximum grip and endurance.

Grisport Footwear is made using 
outstanding craftsmanship and 
materials to achieve exceptional 
quality. All Grisport Footwear has a 

warranty period of 12 months from 
date of purchase against any defect in 

workmanship or materials. This warranty does not 
cover fair wear and tear, neglect or inappropriate use.
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For distribution and retail enquiries please contact the distributors:
Safety At Work Ltd
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